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Monocrystalline YBa 2Cu3O7Àx thin films on vicinal SrTiO 3
„001… substrates
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~Received 25 July 2003; accepted 15 October 2003!

The correlation between the vicinal properties of SrTiO3 ~001! substrates and the twinning in
YBa2Cu3O72x thin films grown by pulsed-laser deposition is studied using x-ray diffraction with
reciprocal space mapping. The vicinal properties, i.e., angle and in-plane orientation, play a
significant role in the anisotropic strain starting at the interface between substrate surface and film,
and affect the twin behavior of YBa2Cu3O72x . On substrates having an@110# in-plane orientation
of the step edges, a completely preferred twin pair is observed if the vicinal angle is increased to
0.60°. Whereas on substrates having their step edges oriented along one of the crystallographic axis,
the films exhibit a detwinning as the vicinal angle increases. Fora51.10° a maximum detwinned,
i.e., monocrystalline film is obtained. At this angle, the diffusion length of YBa2Cu3O72x during the
growth matches the terrace length of SrTiO3 . Up to this specific angle, the films are grown
perpendicular to the optical instead of the crystallographic surface. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1633010#
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The high-Tc superconductor YBa2Cu3O72x ~YBCO! has
a large potential in technological applications. The appli
bility in epitaxial heterostructures is determined by th
structural properties, i.e., defect structure, crystalline str
ture, and surface morphology, which are a direct result of
thin film growth, influenced by the deposition conditions a
substrate properties. Understanding of the nucleation
growth mechanisms is, therefore, required to control
structural properties of YBCO films.

Highly textured YBCO thin films deposited by pulse
laser deposition~PLD! on SrTiO3 ~STO! substrates are ob
tained at typical growth temperatures of 780 °C. Because
this high temperature, the YBCO grows in the oxygen d
pleted, tetragonal phase. The lattice misfit between STO
YBCO leads to epitaxial strain in the first unit cell layer
Introduction of dislocations causes relaxation of the strain
the remainder of the film during subsequent growth. Dur
the cool down of YBCO after deposition, oxygen diffus
into the film accompanied by the well-known tetragonal
orthorhombic phase transition.1 The strained interface laye
between substrate and relaxed bulk, however, remains
tetragonal phase. The orthorhombic unit cells align the di
onal of its basal plane with the diagonal of this underlyi
tetragonal interface layer. Twin orientations, namedS1

1 and
S2

2 , align along the@110# diagonal forming the@S1
1 ,S2

2#
twin pair, whereas orientationsS1

2 andS2
1 form the@S1

2 ,S2
1#

twin pair along the@ 1̄10# direction. The orientation angle2

betweenS1
1 and S1

2 or S2
1 and S2

2 is 2d50.95°, respec-
tively, for lattice parametersa53.823 andb53.887 Å of the
YBCO unit cell.

The vicinal angle of the substrate induces an additio
anisotropic strain to the first monolayers originating from t
step edges.3 Parallel to a step edge the substrate surface

a!Electronic mail: a.j.h.m.rijnders@utwente.nl
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be seen as defect free, whereas perpendicular to it, the s
cause a periodic disturbance. This anisotropy leads to
formation of antiphase boundaries~APBs! in the film along
the step edges.4,5 As a result of the substrate anisotropy, t
first monolayers of the YBCO film can be deformed mo
easily perpendicular than along the step edges. The vic
conditions of the STO substrate and the twin behavior of
YBCO film are directly related. This relation has been stu
ied extensively and a preferred alignment and detwinning
to 70% has been reported.6–8

In an earlier study we observed two distinct atom
stacking sequences9 of YBCO at the substrate interface o
single TiO2 terminated STO substrates. This is accompan
by the formation of APBs on the atomically smooth substr
terraces. The distance between these APBs is typically
diffusion length (LD), being 20 nm for PLD grown YBCO.10

In this study we therefore investigate the twin behavior
YBCO on substrates having terrace lengths comparabl
this diffusion length. It is expected that with these substra
the growth behavior, i.e., growth mode, is strongly affect
by the step edge density as well as the stacking sequen
the substrate-film interface.

The vicinal angle and its orientation of a series of sing
TiO2 terminated STO substrates11 were determined using
x-ray diffraction~XRD!. By means of laser beam alignmen
the vicinal anglea and its in-plane orientationb, see Fig. 1,
could be measured with high accuracy~0.02° and 1°, respec
tively!. Two sets of substrates were selected, one with
in-plane vicinal orientations towards@100# and the other to-
wards@110#, henceforward denoted asb@100# andb@110# . The
anglesa ranged from 0.25° to 0.60° and 0.25° to 5.18° f
b@110# andb@100# , respectively.

YBCO films, with thickness of 100 nm, were grown b
PLD.12 XRD13 reciprocal space mapping~RSM! was used
for analyzing the twin behavior of the YBCO films. Th
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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scans were performed around the@304# and@034# reflections
of YBCO over 0.12 reciprocal space units~stepsize 0.01! in
h and k. Intensity plots were produced with contour line
drawn for every 10% of the maximum minus backgrou
intensity.

The results of the RSMs for YBCO films onb@110# sub-
strates are shown in Fig. 2 with the vicinal angle ofa
50.25° ~a!, a50.39° ~b!, anda50.60° ~c!. As the vicinal
angle increases, the intensity of the@S1

1 ,S2
2# twin state on

the b@110# substrates drops rapidly. For an angle of 0.60
has decreased to less than 10% of the maximum inten
The intensity ratio of 7% between the@S1

1 ,S2
2# and

@S1
2 ,S2

1# twin pairs signifies that one twin pair is preferre
Since the anisotropic strain is perpendicular to the s
edges, the terraces and the unit cells at the interface are
formed in this direction. Onb@110# substrates this results in
compression of the diagonal in the@110# direction. The di-
agonal match between film and substrate is not optimal,
STO diagonal is about 1% larger, so the compression lead
a better fit.3,8 As the vicinal angle increases, the step ed
density becomes larger, and more domains have the tend
to align along the compressed diagonal. Fora50.60°, the
film is almost completely~.93%! grown along the preferred
diagonal. This preference does not occur for films grown
the b@100# substrates~Fig. 3!. On b@100# substrates all four
twin orientations are visible for vicinal angles up to 0.80
However, for higher angles@Figs. 3~b!–3~f!# the twoS2 re-
flections are clearly shifted towards each other in recipro
space, and have higher intensities than theS1 reflections. A
so-called detwinning, earlier reported by Bro¨tz et al.,7 occurs
in the YBCO layer. The strain towards@100# results in a
deformation in the horizontal planes of the interface lay
leading to a more rectangular shape compared to the sq
lattice of the STO substrate. Due to this effect YBCO ten
to align its longerb axis along the step edges.

As the vicinal angle becomes larger, also the anisotro
strain at the interface increases. A higher step edge den
contributes to the amount of YBCO domains that align th
b axis parallel to the terraces. Ata51.10° the separate twin
orientations have disappeared, see Fig. 3~c!. As mentioned

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the vicinal substrate surface. The
edges are oriented along the@100# crystallographic axis in~a! and along the
@110# axis in ~b!: denoted asb@100# andb@110#, respectively.

FIG. 2. The@304# RSMs of 100 nm YBCO films onb@110# STO substrates
with vicinal anglea50.25° ~a!, a50.39° ~b!, anda50.60° ~c!.
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before, using substrates with vicinal angles of about 1
Brötz et al.8 achieved an untwinning, defined as@S1

1

1S1
2#/@S2

11S2
2#, up to 70%, the highest ratio reported s

far. The untwinning in Fig. 3~c! exceeds 95% and this YBCO
film can be considered as monocrystalline. As the vici
angle increases further, the separate twin states star
emerge again@Figs. 3~d!–3~f!#.

Besides this untwinning, a remarkable phenomenon
film tilt has been observed. Mauriceet al.14,15 also reported
about this preference of YBCO~001! planes to be parallel to
the optical surface rather than to the STO~001! planes in
PLD grown films on;0.5° vicinal substrates. Our resul
prove that the YBCOc axis is perpendicular to the optica
surface of the STO substrate even up to the specific angl
a51.10°. In our study the film tilt is related to the vicina
conditions of the substrates used. Figure 4 shows the in
nation of the YBCOc axis with respect to the crystallo
graphic surface normal of STO, plotted versus the vici
angle of the substrate. The data show that on substrates
a<1.1° all films are tilted towards the optical surface no
mal. With increasing vicinal angle (a.1.1°) thec axis of
the film becomes perpendicular to the~001! planes of the
STO substrate.

A vicinal angle a of 1.10° corresponds to a terrac
length (LT) of 20 nm, which is comparable to the diffusio
length (LD) of PLD grown YBCO. At these conditions, w
observed an almost completely untwinned YBCO film, w
the b axis oriented along the step edges. SinceLT;LD ,
APBs will mainly be formed at the substrate steps as sho
in Fig. 5~a!. However, the two distinct stacking sequenc
during the nucleation of Y123 will cause annihilation of

tep

FIG. 3. RSMs of the@304# reflections of 100 nm YBCO onb@100# STO
substrates with increasing vicinal angle,a50.52° ~a!, a50.80° ~b!, a
51.10° ~c!, a51.86° ~d!, a54.92° ~e!, anda55.18° ~f!.

FIG. 4. Inclination of the YBCOc axis vs the vicinal angle of the STO
substrate. The solid line represents thec axis of YBCO perpendicular to the
optical surface.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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fraction ~;25%! of these APBs as illustrated in Fig. 5~b!. In
this special condition, the number of APBs is decreased
minimum. Fora,1.1° (LD,LT), the density of APBs is
dominated by the formation on the atomically smooth t
races@Fig. 5~c!# and exceeds the substrate step edge den
For a.1.1° (LD.LT), the APBs will mainly be formed a
the substrate steps@Fig. 5~d!#, and the high number of step
also leads to a high density of APBs.

The inclination of the YBCOc axis only occurs on sub
strates withLT.LD , suggesting a relation with the APB
density. Sputtered YBCO thin films produced in our lab d
not exhibit thec-axis inclination even on STO substrat
with a vicinal angle down to 0.3°. Given that the diffusio
length during sputtering is larger, this is consistent with o
assumption that YBCO films are not tilted ifLT,LD .

On our single terminated substrates witha51.1° an in-
crease of the untwining is observed up to almost 100%
contrast to the 70% in earlier studies. Clearly there is a r
tion between the accommodation of anisotropic strain
the twinning and tilting of the YBCO film. This behavior i
determined by the vicinal conditions of the STO substr
and diffusion length of YBCO, resulting in defects on te
races and step edges during the initial growth in PLD. Ho
ever, the exact cause in this initial process is still not co
pletely understood, and requires further research
experiments on films with Y122 as a starting layer, elimin
ing the different stacking sequence.16

FIG. 5. Schematic view of an APB~a!, and APB-annihilation at a substrat
step ~b!. Formation of APBs on the atomically smooth terraces whenLT

.LD ~c!. APBs formed only at step edges whenLT,LD ~d!.
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The vicinal angle and orientation of a well-treated TiO2

terminated STO substrate influences the crystalline pro
ties of the YBCO film. An inclination of the YBCOc axis
and accompanying film tilt is observed on substrates w
vicinal angles up to 1.1°. This phenomenon is only obser
in the regime where the YBCO diffusion length during PL
growth is smaller than the substrate terrace length. He
high number of APBs are formed compared to the numbe
step edges at the film-substrate interface. Furthermore,
anisotropic strain originating from the stepped substrate
face plays a significant role in the twinning behavior
YBCO. A vicinal orientation towards@110# gives rise to a
preference to one of the two twin orientations. For vicin
angles of the substrate ofa.0.6°, one twin state is com
pletely suppressed. Substrates, having their step edges a
@100#, exhibit a detwinning for larger vicinal angles. Th
maximum effect was obtained on a substrate having a vic
angle ofa51.10°. The film contains a minimum of APBs
and large domains for the accommodation of the anisotro
strain, resulting in an untwinning of.95%. With all thea
andb axis of the YBCO crystallites oriented in the@100# and
@010# direction, respectively, this film can be considered
monocrystalline.
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